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Thesis Statement 
This thesis targets to investigate the relationship 
between a specific local culture and the spatial 
meaning of that place. With appropriate architectural 
intervention, it aims to generate a stronger linkage 
between the people's cultural activities and the space； 
and finally revitalize the traditional and sometimes 
hidden local culture. ..j.—l：：：^:、 
- « . 
Cheung Chau Island is a small traditional fishing 
village with strong sense of community. A community 
regeneration process would be appropriate to revital-
lize and promote its culture to other people. By going 
through such intervention, both the local residents 
and tourists can be benefited. 
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2. Precedent Study 
a) Gun Powder Mills Visitors' Centre at Ballincollig 
it is a Building forming an 
entrance and introduction 
to a heritage landscape. It 
is a historical site over 200 
years with the structure of 
the disused gunpowder 
milling complex opened for 
tourist.With the architec-
tural strategy used by the 
architects, the site 
becomes a regional park 
outside the Cork City. 
Historical & Cultural Value: 
The Disused gunpowder 
mills have its historical 
value with over 200 years. 
The function of gun powder 
mills reflect and explain the 
social situation at that 
moment, which is valuable 
in human history. 
Architectural Issue: 
By the establishment of the 
visitors' centre, different 
related functions are added 
to the historical site so as to 
attract more tourists. With 
related landscaping 
Improvement, the whole 
area becomes a regional 
park in the new era. 
Interpenetration: 
The final effect of this 
project is that the historical 
and social culture is trans-
lated to the visitors through 
the introduction of the 
architectural elements. On 
the other hand, visitors 
from outside fill the heritage 
site with energy and vitalize 
the space, turning it from a 
ruin of disused structure 
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2. Precedent Study 
b) Plaza de Cultura (A place for the new cultural group) 
Historical Background and trans-
formation: 
- i t was the Plaza Principal (the central 
government plaza) since 1751. 
- I t is a "cultured" place where elite 
family gather. 
-Traditionally, the main users are 
upper class elite as expressed by the 
architectural elements such as the 
Victorian kiosk, English Fountain and 
the impressive gate. 
-However, the user type, activities 
and cultural function of the plaza are 
changed into much more diversified. 
- W e can notice that street market 
occupies the space, lower class 
people eating and playing around. 
Religious Meaning of the Plaza: 
-The Plaza is visually connected to 
the most important Cathedral, which 
indicates the close relationship 
between religion and the daily life of 
the people. 
-However, within the plaza, contro-
versal religion exists. This implies the 
divergency between the architectural 
expression versus time and space of 
daily life of the people. 
Linguistic Analysis of 
in culture: 
meaning 
-Expression of conflict about public 
values and mobilizing change 
-Example: The cement kiosk in Parque 
Central with a nightclub in its base has 
generated some figurative language. 
- T h e kiosk was built by a wealthy 
businessman. 
- T h e replacement of the Victorian 
kiosk by that cement kiosk represented 
Immorality and destorying the tradi-
tional Europesm-linked culture. 
-However, some people welcomed the 
new economic and political 
Advantages. 
Cultural Meaning of spatial organia-
tion of social groups: 
-Different social groups occupy differ-
ent corners of the plaza, implying 
different cultures of the whole in the 
society are co-exist. 
-Changes occur in spatial patterns 
-reflection of local power and social 
control that exists through the local 
interpretations of spatial relations in the 
plaza. 
Evidence of Pluralism at Parque 
iijXLu 1X1 ijuw^ t w;inibmaa.'f>wtiu>’.(.si::,.i： :<‘:n:; j i t 
Cathrdral at Parque Central 
(4) 
Cathrdral at Parque Central 
Plaza de Cultura (A place for the cultural group) 
(5) 
2. Precedent Study 
c) The Grand Louvre (From a Cultural Perspective) 
Cultural Meaning of the Louvre Palace 
The Louvre Palace marks the history of France from 12th century onwards, 
witnesses the evolution of the country. At the beginning, it is the political 
centre of the country where the emperor lived. It was the symbol of power 
and legitimacy from which the king controlled the whole country. Even the 
political situation was changed after the 19th century as France became a 
republic country, part of the Louvre palace was still used as government 
offices. It was the "Grand Louvre" project that completely changed the 
nature of the building from an administrative one into a museological one. 
The change in building nature not only represents a functional modification 
but also marks the sociological meaning of the Louvre was changed. As a 
political building, it was closed and confined by the use of the imperial 
persons. The relationship between the imperial and the public is not closely 
linked. But after opening up the Louvre, the public can get access to the 
old imperial area. A new history of the Louvre was started and it carries 
another meaning for the country, which is more open, public and social-
interactive. 
The architectural style of the Louvre palace also marks the historical 
development of the building and also the city. It is a classical building 
complex developed from the Renaissance period. The architectural style 
not only represents the long history of the building but also marks the social 
evolution of the whole country when we look at the city as a whole. 
(6) 
When I.MPei first introduced his pro-
posal of a pyramid as an entrance for the 
new Louvre Museum, he emphasized 
the functional aspect only. As he stated 
that "The pyramid can only be justified 
and explained as the emerging part of an 
underground architecture that has been 
inspired by the indispensable alteration -
for museological purposes - of the 
morphology of the Louvre Palace. It 
constitutes the ultimate visible gesture of 
a "buried architecture"; like the dome of 
a building it is subject to an Irrefutable 
internal logic: that of transforming the 
two wings of the Louvre palace into a 
compact ensemble and providing the 
palace with the reception, technical, 
management and scientific facilities that 
are sorely lacking." The implicit meaning 
of the pyramid is not mentioned nor 
maybe doesn't exist. Instead, he showed 
his varfatiobs of a dome, a cube, no 
stricture above ground level and pyramid 
with different height. It is impossible for 
us to know is there any signified 
meaning for the pyramid in Pel's mind. 
However, different opinions rose from 
different people as the pyramid implies 
different meanings, both from architec-
tural, cultural and social point of view. 
Some people may think of a cultural 
crash when the modern pyramid erected 
at the centre of the plaza surrounded by 
the Louvre. 
Before analyzing the cultural meaning of the project, we should try to find out the origin for Pei's 
strategy of a pyramid. If his strategy carries some kind of cultural meaning, that may help us to 
decode the effect of such arrangement. However, most of Pei's explanation is come from a 
functional reason. From the conversation with Pei, he said that 'formally, it is the most compatible 
with the architecture of the louvre... it is also one of the most structurally stable of forms, which 
assures its transparency.,.as it is constructed of glass and steel, it signifies a break with the 
architectural traditions of the past. I t is a work of our time.' We can notice that the last sentence 
would be a hint to guide us to jump from the functional aspect into the cultural aspect. The 
pyramid signifies modern 
technology and archltec- � , , . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
tional one. What he wants 
to do is making a contrast 
and Interaction between 
two completely different 
styles, which are con-
nected underground 
physical. 
/ o r th*' S'fttpi^'r 
The pyramid and the old 
Louvre palace are differ-
ent in building style, build-
ing material and historical 
cultureil value. Creating a 
harmonious interaction in-
stead of a crash between 
the two elements would 
not be an easy task. But 
what is the underlying 
intention behind? It would 
be worth analyzing. 
tSf'p 
(7) 
A Continuity of history 
The construction of the Louvre Palace was started from the 12th century and ended at 19th century. The continuity of the building of the palace 
marks the evolution of the country as well as the different era of architectural styles. Although the construction duration is so long, the building 
complex still has a unity in style reflecting a classical architectural design. Many features can be notified as a proof such as the arches, detailing, 
classical columns, etc... As the Louvre palace represents a continuity of the country and, at the same time, a continuity of architectural 
development, so what would be an appropriate solution for the new Grand Louvre project which can mark the 20th century breakthrough in 
technology and architectural philosophy? Pei chooses a transparent pyramid as the solution, which was logically valid for the above issue. 
An Era of Technological Breakthrough 
With technological breakthrough, glass could be used as a building material so that the view of the palace in front of the palace would not be 
blocked. Transparency of the building further adds values and variations to the existing environment. On the other hand, high strength stainless 
steel makes the structure of the pyramid possible. Although the building material and architectural style between the two buildings is completely 
different, we cannot ignore that Pel's design is successful in celebrating the achievement of the era. What we can criticize is that although the 
Louvre palace and the pyramid are representing a continuity of history, their connection seems to be quite weak. If people do not consider the 
implicit meaning of them and only notice their form and style, it is understandable that many people would consider a cultural controversy exists 
there. 
A Symbol of i.M.Pei.. 
What I.M. Pei. Concerns about is the celebration of the modern age with the support of historical background of the Louvre. However, this 
strategy would suppress the historical, cultural, social and political value of the Louvre palace. The origin of the problem is depending on what 
position we look at it. As an architect appointed to design the new extension of the well known Louvre, he should look at his work as the subject 
of the matter. However, from most people in Paris or France, the value of the Louvre is still very high and they may not agree with Pei's proposal. 
Pei is not French nor he is a citizen there, his mind would not be similar to those French people. 
I.M.P. created a new landmark at the Louvre. It signified the modern era and a continuity of history and culture. However, it also makes everyone 
relate the new grand Louvre to I.M.Pei due to its pyramid solution. His innovative and brave design, to some extend, drives him to be part of the 
Louvre's history. Although he has many reasons to support his pyramid solution, there are plenty of evidences to trace his intention for a 
triangular pattern in his design. One of the precedents is the National Gallery of Washington, in which Pei designed an extension of the existing 
neo-classical museum building during 1968-78. In this project, he designed a modern building as the new wing and connected it to the old wing 
underground. We can notice that triangular shape is adopted in his scheme, which is in contrast with the classical form of the old wing. So, the 
pyramid is not only a symbol of modern architecture but also a symbol of Pei's architectural style. 
(8) 
Extension of the National Gallery, 
Washington, designed by I.M.Pei dur-
ing 1968-1978 
t l • • , • •‘ • • ^ . , ^ Contrasting Effect created at the Louvre 
The strategy of interacting two different cultural elements is the key of success 
To create a harmony between the existing and the new building, Pei had used many strategies. First of all, the proportion between the 
pyramid, the open plaza and the Louvre building was well considered. That is why he had tested the pyramid with different height and a 
mock up was building at the location before the actual work started. On the other hand, the plaza is very important in relation to the Louvre 
surrounding. Placing an object at the centre would be a serious blockage to the open space. The transparent object would be a solution for 
such problem. 
From the urban scale, the pyramid also relates to the axis of the city and it forms a focal point at the Louvre. Since the city axis is composed 
of different architecture and meaning, the modern pyramid would become an integral part instead of an alien as when we only compare it 
with the Lourve. Finally, 
In conclusion, to create an interaction between different building, space and ornament, it is necessary to retain each of their identity and 
characteristics. So, for such kind of project, the most difficult part is keeping the cultural identity of individual element and at the same time, 
building a linkage in between, so that new interaction appears base on the existing ones. 
(9) 
3. Site Selection and Study 
a. Site Selection 
0) 
Observation of Local Culture at Cheung Chau 
Traditional Fishing Village 
-Most local people are fishermen in the past 
-Close connection between the sea and people's living 
2. Strong Sense of Community 
-Most local people are come from China of similar places 
-Close relationship between neighbourhood due to their 
daily contact 
-People tend to extend their private activities into public 
space 
-Communal space is especially important for daily interaction 
Traditional and Religious Activities 
-Religious activites are relatively important at Cheung Chau 
due to the background of being a fishing village 
-Religious activities can be divided into individual and 
communal. Open space is essential 
-Different meaning of the temple in different time 
-Worshiping for local people on special days 
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An Anthropological Approach to the Study of Public Urban Space 
i) Ethnohistorical Method: 
Ethnohistory offers "both a methodology 
for and an analytic perspective" on the 
cultural history of the place. It is the pro-
cess of reinterpretation of the accepted 
historical canons with regard to a broader 
collection of relevant materials and new 
materials that are undercovered. 
History of the Users of the Pak Tai 
Plaza in Chueng Chau. 
Historical Photos and Documents show 
that the plaza was an important gathering 
space on Chinese festivals. Unique cul-
tural activities became symbols of the 
area. Most of the activities were related to 
religion as the plaza was directly in front 
of the Pak Tai Temple. The space formed 
the communal centre of the local resi-
dents. 
By interviewing the local residents, we 
know that the culture of holding the spe-
cific cultural activities there continues 
until now. 
Eventhough some of the activities have 
been modified, the underlying meaning is 
still there. 
The user type of the space has been diver-
sified because Chueng Chau has been de-
veloped into a tourist area during these 
years. The users of the plaza have been 
changed from purely local residents into 
mixed groups with some trouist. 
We can link up the space, meaning, com-
munication and time in the open space by 
its architectural expression, human activi-
ties and spatial organization. The temple 
shows a religious traditional culture by 
which most local residents relied on it from 
200 years ago. The ballcourts and other 
pocket spaces around the open area rep-
resents another communal culture, which 
is much more recent and close to their 
daily life. With the entering of tourists, the 
third kind of culture has been established 
within such small open area. 
The integration of religion, community and 
socio-economic culture dominant of the 
area is unchange over time. 
Pak Tai Temple 
in hundred of 
years ago 
Religious cer-






ii) Ethnographic Method: 
Ethnographic method is a methodology 
and type of analysis that identifies cultural 
patterns of meanings and interpretation. 
The meanings and interpreatations 
emerged from different cultural groups in-
terweave with each other, sometimes 
contradictory, so that the cultural pattern 
of a specific area becomes rich and com-
plicated. The study is based on weaving 
the details of interviews and observations 
into a broader fabric of cultural patterns 
and ideas to reach a final conclusion. 
The Religious meaning of the Open 
Space: 
The Pak Tai Temple located at the centre 
of the open space is an important reli-
gious icon, it is built over 200 years ago 
while most residents in Chueng Chau 
were fishermen at that time. They be-
lieved in gods very much and the temple 
became the core of the place. The open 
space in front of the temple was also reli-
gious because most religious functions 
were held there. 
As time passes by, new meaning is added 
to the temple and the space. The new 
generation has diversity in their religious 
belief, so that the spatial meaning to them 
maybe cultural rather than religious. Those 
religious activities held today would be 
purely traditional culture without religious 
m63ni 门 g. 
Furthermore, the space serves as a place 
for cultural exchange while thousands of 
visitors go to visit the "historical" temple. It 
becomes a place for cultural interwoven 
and contradiction. 
The open space functioned as a balicourt 
reflects the combined use of the area for 
the daily life of people and cultural religious 
activities. Such close connection between 
two different culture is a characteristic of 
the space. 
In concision, The purely religious meaning 
of the temple and open space in the past is 
evoluting. New domestic culture and 
values reflected in the life-style of the local 
residents has been infiltrated into the 
space. Combined with the activities of both 
Hong Kong and foreign visitors, the cui-
tural meaning of the place is getting much 
more pluralistic. 
(21) 
iii) (Ethno) Semantic Method: 
Semantics refers to the linguistic analysis 
of the structure of meaning in a language 
and culture, it also refers to the role that 
language can play as a metaphoric and 
symbolic communication about important 
cultural ideas. It is important to decoding 
the symbolic and figurative meaning of 
language so as to find out the hidden 
meaning of a cultural idea. 
Cultural Meaning of Pak Tai Temple 
By Interview the local residents, we know 
that the Pak Tai Temple is the most popu-
lar temple in Chueng Chau. It is built in 
1783 by the local residents. There is an 
iron sword placed inside the temple, 
which is said to be cast in Song Dynasty. 
The temple is popular because Chueng 
Chau residents are traditionally fishermen 
and deeply believe in gods. Nearly all 
local people would engage in the religious 
ceremonies. Nowadays, the traditional 
ceremonies are still undergoing, such as 
on the Chinese festivals and birthdays of 
gods. 
According to conversation of younger 
local people, we would notice the change 
in cultural and public value to the area. 
Not all of the youngster would take part in 
the religious ceremonies. 
Even they take part In it, their mind have 
been changed. For example, in the Bun 
Festival, people are competing for the 
buns in order to get the bless of healthy 
in the following year. Nowadays, some 
youngsters would treat the ceremony as 
a purely cultural activities without any re-
ligious thought in their mind. 
By interview different age groups (which 
may represent different cultural groups), 
we can see a divergency in the cultural 
meaning of the space, or the conflict 
about the origin of the public value. 
A tourist points out that the location of the 
temple is quite special as it is surrounded 
by the residential buildings. Such opinion 
can be analysized as follow: the meaning 
of the open space as a ballcourt and the 
meaning of the temple is not so closly 
linked. The function of the ballcourt is re-
lated to surrounding residential building, 
so that the temple seems to be isolated 
within the space. 
Interview with a locaal resident 
Pak Tai Temple in 
1916 
Existing Pak Tai Temple 
(22) 
iv) (Ethno) Proxemic Method: 
Proxemics refers to the cultural mean-
ing of spatial relations. It is something 
about the spatial configuration and ac-
tivities of different cultural groups. It 
emphasizes on behavior and pattern 
of the users in the space. It can be 
simply explained as the spatial rela-
tions of the place in culturally mean-
ingful terms. 
Cultural meaning of spatial rela-
tionship: 
The cultural meanings of different 
parts of a place can be various due to 
the dominance of cultural groups and 
activities. It is a study of spatial cofigu-
rations mean to different soclo-cultural 
groups. A person staying at a specific 
zone would be signified as a particular 
cultural group. 
At the zone of the Pak Tai Temple, A 
person would be signified as a tourist 
if he hangs around, picks his camera 
and goes into the temple, it would be 
associated with photograph taking 
and sightseeing. However, people 
worships in the temple during specific 
festivals may be regarded as local 
people because the god of the temple 
is supposed to protect the local resi-
dents. 
Squatter houses can be found di-
rectly next to the temple. The resi-
dents have been living there for 
some decades and their daily ac-
tivities are very open to the public 
space. People entering there would 
be considered as a local residents 
as there Is no other circultion that 
people can pass through. 
Another side of the space is sur-
rounded by 3-stories high residen-
tial building with shops and restau-
rants on the ground floor. The 
corner is occupied by tourists for 
having meal and renting bicycle. 
There are some pocket space 
around the main open area defined 
by the residential buildings. The 
pocket spaces make up the com-
munal area for local residents so 
that their activities cen be extended 
to the semi-public area. These 
space are much more private, local 
oriented and related to the daily life. 
Occatlonally, we can notice some 
tradtltional cultural activities in the 
open space such as the wedding or 
funeral ceremony. These are some 
kinds of specific local culture. 
Local Squatter House next 
to Pak Tai Temple 
Local Community Centre 
Different Cultural Groups 
Basketball Court 
Clothes Drying 
l l l l _ 
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Local Residents + Shops 
+ Bicycle Renting 
Pak Tai Temple 
+ Basketball Court 
(23) 
f. Local Setting and Cultural Element Study 
i) Area 1 - Promenade 
This area is filled with tourist 
related activities as there is 
near the pier. Most activities 
are on the two sides with 
shops and views. Strong in-
teraction is created between 
the tourist and local people 
including the local fisher-
men, shop owners and local 
residents. 
The only problem of this 
area is that the destination 
of the linear space is not 
clear. To create a smooth 
journey starting from this 
area, a focal point should be 
added at the end of the 
promenade so as to divert 
people into another area 
and continue their journing. 
On the other hand, the ad-
vantage of the seafront is 
not well-explored with the 
clear edge between the land 
and the sea. It is possible to 
extend part of space to the 
sea and generate new kinds 
of activitie, which may also 
form a focal point for the 
linear space. 
Mountain ,Construction Site / Residential Area 
Residential Area 
Cheung Chau is a traditional fishing 
village for hundreds of years. Many 
fishing boats can still be found along 
the west coast as some of the local 
residents are still fishermen. 
(b) 
The restaurant, street market and 
shops selling local souvenirs cre-
ating a unique environment are 
the characteristics of the area. 
(24) 
f. Local Setting and Cultural Element Study 
No element to signify the junction. 
between the ineara space and 
" ^ 卿 n space ^nd punter block 
( ^ c - Q I c f ^ ' ^ L J . the spatial conneclton 
Existing Section A-A 
Tha land is extended into, 
the sea, new activitios i 
introducod 
New focal point e.g. Tree 
<•‘ Spatial connection achieved 
"Trees as screen for building, i 
vista to PakTai Temple 
Section A-A after one of the possible interventions 
The area between the land and sea have the possibility for 
more functions and activities by breaking up the hard edge 
and extending the open space into the sea. 
Along the promenade, the linear space creates a strong di-
rectional vista with the row of trees on the left and the build-
ings on the right. But at the end of the linear space, that is 
the intersection with the open area extended from the Pak 
Tai Temple, there is no any strong focus to guide people 
turning into the open space. Various kinds of element can be 
used there as a focus and a turning point between the two 
spaces. 
Planters, fence and playground block the 
The Pak Tai Tcmpto is hkklon 
Existing Section B-B 
Local seafood restaurant 
a I s 场 a s 巨 
The Pak Tai Temple appears/ >Local soafood restaurant 
and faces the sea 
Section B-B after one of the possible interventions 
The Existing ballcourt, fence and play-
ground form a barrier between the Pak Tai 
Temple and the sea. They break the con-
nection between the open space and the 
seafront area. 
After removing the aboves, a focal point 
emerges from the seafront to the temple. 
The linear space along the shore and the 
open space in front of the temple could be 
combined, so that visitors would be guided 
to the temple from the seafront promenade. 
(25) 
(4). On the right Is the open space and the Pak Tai 
Temple is further away. The high fence and planters 
is a strong barrier, but not as a focal point. 
(3). At the end of the promenade, the space turns 
little to the left, without a strong focal point 
(2). Trees and buildings creates 
leading people to go foiward. 
perspective. 
\ \ 
(1). Linear space of the promenade creates a strong 
directional force. Peoples are attracted by the 
activities on the two sides. 
f. Local Setting and Cultural Element Study 
I ！ 瞬 】 
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f. Local Setting and Cultural Element Study 
…Area 2 - A Cultural Open Spac 
The existing open area is used 
as a football court and two 
basketball. It is surrounded by 
residential buildings and 
eldeiiy's home. Few people 
use the balicourt in normal 
days and community is not 
formed there because people 
tend not to gather around the 
balicourt. 
However, during most Chinese 
festivals especially the Bun 
Festival, the balicourt would 
be transformed into a square 
where different kinds of cul-
tural activities appear. The at-
mosphere is totally different 
from that of the normal days. 
It is not appropriate that the ar-
chitectural and spatial setting 
of the open space does not 
carry any meaning in its cul-
tural and religious nature. The 
open area, as a centre of the 
surrounding community and 
an important plaza in front of 
the famous Pak Tai Temple, 
should have a better arrange-
ment in order to accomodate 
different social groups and ac-
tivities. 




f. Local Setting and Cultural Element Study 
Barrier between upper Pak Tai Temple 
and tower level Residential BuDdiog. 
No Relationship betweenOpen Ballcourt, 
Tempte and Resident丨aJ buildings. 
Existing Section A-A 
Sub-dlvislon of open area by ievel 
ing for different spatial identities 
Pak Tai Templev Resktftntial Building、 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
iDfifi v tevel- Oa^ai^ m a a 血紅 Section A-A after one of 
the possible interventions 
Fence as a barrier between open 
area and resUential Building 
^ ^ g g g ^ m r n II i ^ ^ ^ ^ T f l ' III \ m 
Different Hierarchy of spaca* New space created 
The ballcourts share a large open space in front of the Temple, which 
is directly connected to the surrounding buildings. The changes of 
nature from private residential to open ballcourt and religious temple is 
not corresponding with the spatial definition of the area. 
The large open area can be seperated into different parts because 
there have different meanings. The space in front of the residential 
buildings would be a semi-private area, while the space in front of the 
Temple is a religious one. We can even arrange the space in relation 
to the traditional cultural setting or according to the distribution of dif-
ferent cultural groups.But leaving it as an open ballcourt makes the 
space meaningless. 
Physically, the fence of the ball-
court cuts the connection between 
the residential area and the open 
space. Functionally, community is 
difficult to be formed around the 
ballcourt. Thus, this area is seper-
ated into three parts： the residen-
tial area, central open space and 
the Temple at higher level. 
To connect the three parts, we can 
create a gradual spatial transiton in 
between the seperated area by 
different kinds of space defining 
strategies. This not only forms a 
continuous space in the area, dif-
ferent communities can also be 
formed in the transitional area as 
the large ballcourts are broken 




Uppef and lower space connected 
raK lai lempN 
Section B-B after one of 
the possible interventions 
f. Local Setting and Cultural Element Study 
Football Court 
(1 )• Entering the open space (ballcourt) from the 
promenade, it is surrounded by fences and 
seperated with the surrounding local community. 
U l l l l t 
etball 
1 
(3) . Standing at the same position, but facing the 
Pak Tai Temple. View is blocked by fence of the 
basketball court 
Elderly 's Home 
Residential 
Building 
(2) . Standing in the space between the 
basketball court and the football court, the 
building in front is the elderly's home. 
(4) . Approaching the Temple, there is another 







J f -霸 爹 梦 ， f 
驗 . 
Key Plan 
small path connecting the 
open area in front of the Pak 
Tai Temple and the Tin Hau 
Temple at higher level. 
To express the historical and 
cultural value of the Tin Hau 
Temple in Cheung Chau to 
other people, It is necessary 
to "open" this area to a certain 
extent, so that people can be 
guided to experience the 
silent and religious part of the 
island. 
On the other hand, the open 
abandoned area behind the 
elderly's building has a pro-
tential to be a transitional 
point from the open plaza to 
the quiet temple area, creat-
ing interaction between differ-
ent cultural groups. 
(30) 
f. Local Setting and Cultural Element Study 
iii) Area 3 - A Private Religious Area 
This is a more private area at 
a level higher than the Pak Tai 
Temple. Although the oldest 
Tin Hau Temple in Cheung 
Chau is located there, it is 
hardly to be found because it's 
visibility is blocked by some 
buildings. There is only a 
(c) Tin Hau Temple 
There are lour Tmi 
Cheung Chau. 
Temple is the eldest one with over 200 
b) 
f. Local Setting and Cultural Element Study 
surrounding 
emntv soace / Tin Hau Temple Behind 
Existing Section A-A 
The section shows the abandoned area where neither local people nor 
tourists can enjoy. The two small residential buildings also form a barrier 
between the upper and lower open space, which not only cut the spatial 
connection but also stop interaction between different cultural groups. 
Section A-A after one of the 
possible interventions 
Without the two small buildings, the upper and lower area can be con-
nected, so that it becomes an interacting point for different users and ac-
tivities from the open area below and the surrounding private area, such 
as the elderly's home. Also, visibility of the Tin Hau Temple is also im-
proved, so that the temple could face the sea at a higher position after re-




Tin Hau Temple Behind 
Existing Section B-B 
Tin Hau Temple mm 
Section after one off the 
possible interventions 
The existing open area is left empty with 
trees and abandoned structure. It is not ac-
cessible and become a blockage there, oc-
cupying a large space and discouraging in-
teraction between the temple, elderi/s 
home and the open area below. 
After opening up the abandoned area and 
removing 2 buildings, the activities of the 
elderly's home can be extended to this 
semi-private area. At the same time, this 
area would be connected to the Tin Hau 
Temple after creating a larger open space in 
front of the temple. The visiual connection is 
(31) 
r upward, w丨 
area, with 
see the entrance 
and abandoned 
(32) 
(1). Going up to the small path from the open area in 
front of the Pak Tal Temple, we would arrive the 
enclosed open space. 
(3). The Tin Hau Temple is situated at the higher 
level of the path. The environment is very quiet and 
natural, with residential buildings and elderly's home 
around. 
Squatter Houses� 
f. Local Setting and Cultural Element Study 
f. Local Setting and Cultural Element Study 
1 1 : 奮 
� 
There is a private resl-
dential area which can 
be divided into the Pak 
She San Tsuen and the 
Tung Tal San Tsuen. The 
former one is on upper 
level with higher privacy, 
while the latter one is 
more public consist of 
local residential blocks 
and some tourists villa. 
Due to level difference, 
the two parts of this area 
are separated. Also, the 
setting of the building 
does not capture the ad-
vantage of the topogra-
phy. As a result, the first 
row of the buildings 
block the view and spa-
tial connection to the 
seafront. 
(b) V*w Looking toward the sea 
(a) Sloping Opon Spxo 
ro廳渡： 
f. Local Setting and Cultural Element Study 
Narrow space for 
circulation only 
Mountain 
(More open to Public) 
Existing Section A-A 
Mountain 
The Exiting buildings located near the sea-
front only form rows of blockage. Open space 
in between is narrow and not welcoming, so 
that community is difficult to be formed. The 
existing tourist villa does not have inter-
connection nor any open space for gathering. 
Interaction between local community 
and tcHirists by new activities 
Section A-A after one of 
the possible Intervention 
Local life ts not affected 
Space surrounded by local 
cultjne and community 
A new continuous space allow people to 
access the sea from inland area. Domestic 
buildings are reserved and privacy is retained. 
Interaction is promoted between the old and 
new elements. 
Knvate KesKlenlial 
r -I Area Tourist resort an( 
L . I - I .. I /Abandonedspace .block the spatial 
'. B P B l 
Existing Section B-B ^ 
/Vertical spatial connedion 
J ^ ^ ^g a. , A connection from In-
Section B-B after one of the 脚 
possible Intervention 丨丨 、：：丄令 (34) 
f. Local Setting and Cultural Element Study 
(1) Pak She San Tsuen and the Playground (2) Look down to the residential (3) Residential Area near the beach 
(4) Approaching the Tung Tai San Tsuen (5) Private Residential area, no connection 
to the sea and surroundings 
(35) 
g. Site Photo 
From Ferry Pier to The Site 
Residential Buildings 
(37) 
g. Site Photo 
g. Site Photo 
Central BaHcourt 
g. Site Photo 
Climbing up to the Tin Hau Temple 
4. Schematic Design 
a) Urban Intervention Study 
4. Schematic Design 
a) Urban Intervention Study 
4. Schematic Design 
a) Urban Intervention Study 
4. Schematic Design 




4. Schematic Design 
b) Model Photo 
Conceptual 
Model 
4. Schematic Design 
a) Mode丨 Photo 
Scheme 1 
(45) 
4. Schematic Design 
a) Mode丨 Photo 
Scheme 1 
(46) 
4. Schematic Design 




5. Design Process 
a) Working Models 
Overall View 
Residential B Youth Houstel Recreational Centre 
(49) 
5, Design Process 




a) Design Intervention Concept 
-Formalizing the Identity of a Communal Centre 
The Urban Setting of the site suggests that it is the 
communal centre due to the temple and open space. 
However, the ballcourt discourage most people to use 
the space. By Formalizing the open space, both local 
residents and tourists can be benefited. The ballcourts 
would be relocated to another area. 
- A Focus on the Axis of the North Emperor Temple 
and at the end of the Seafront Promenade 
The site is at the focal point of an important axis, visual 
connection between the North Emperor Temple and 
the Sea is essential. New activities can be introduced 
at the Seafront area of this axis. 
-Intervention to Promote Cultural Interaction 
To promote cultural interaction by introducing a small 
hostel for tourists' accomodation within a local 
community and a recreational centre serving both local 
people and visitors. The new buildings would link up 
spaces at different levels by means of terraces, roof 
gardens and link bridge, creating different kinds of 
communal spaces in between. 
New Relationship Between Building Edge and Open Space 
Public 













Housing Shops Plaza Shops Housing (50) 
Open up the Tin Hau 
Temple 
Introducing New Activi-
ties for Cultural Interac-
tion 
Eizzzzzizri fmiz^ nziiii 
New Communal Space 
for Daily Interaction 
Removal of Barrier 
(Ballcourt and fence) 
Connection Between 
Land and Water 
Ending Point of Sea-
front Promenade 
Final Design 




c) Master Layout Plan 1:1500 (J) 
(1) Seafront Promenade � Existing Seafood Restaurant 
(3) Seafront Open Theatre 
(4) Communal Garden 
(5) Communal Balcony 
(6) Cafe 
(7) Entrance Courtyard of 
Existing Elderly's Home 
(8) Courtyard Garden 
(9) Central Plaza 
(10) North Emperor Temple 
(11) Squatter Houses 
(12) Entrance Courtyard of 
Youth Hostel 
(13) Youth Hostel 
(14) Courtyard 
(15) Tin Hau Temple Plaza 
(IG) Tin Hau Temple 
(17) ~ (18) Removal of Part of 
Existing Elderly's Home 
(19) Communal Courtyard 
(20) Recreational Centre 
(21) Open Corridor of Existing 
Elderly's Home 
(22) Existing Elderly's Home 
(23) Balcony of Existing 
Elderly's Home 
(24) Balcony of Residential Units 
al 2nd Floor 
(25) Communal Balcony of 
Residential Units at 1st Floor (26) Central Garden 
(27) Bun Hill Location 
(52) 
Final Design 
d) Ground Floor Plan 1:1500 (k> 
Intervented Resi-
dential Building 











(New Open Space 
instead of Ballcourt) 
(53) 
1) Seafront Promenade 
2) Existing Seafood Restuuranl 
3) Seafront Open Theatre 
4) Food Preparation Room 
5) Extension of Seafood Restaurant 
6) Cafe 
7) Communal Corridor 
8) Shops and Residential Unit 
9) Communal Space 
10) Entrance of Existing Elderly's Home 
SECTION E-E 1:500 








e) Recreational Centre Floor Plan 
ROOF PLAN 小 
(RECREATIONAL CENTRE) 1:800 � 
N GROUND FLOOR PLAN 小 
(RECREATIONAL CENTRE) 1:800 � 
1) Entrance Lobby 
2) Information Counter 
3) Gallery I 
4) Gallery II 
5) Male VVasherroom 
6) Female Washroom 
7) Activity Room 
8) Canteen 
9) Outdoor Canteen 
10) Food Preparation 
11 )�（12 ) Cour tyard 
© 
Fmal Design 
e) Recreational Centre Sections 
SECTION A-A 1:500 
Key Plan 
J — _ A H 
SECTION B-B 1:500 
Final Design 
f) Youth Hostel Sections 
J i v P i 
SECTION C-C 1:500 Key Plan 
- 呼 許 • 舊 H 所 i p i e 吓，ffiiiirr^iiitiL，〔j 
SECTION D-D 1:500 
Final Design 
g) Overall Section 
Key Plan 
Section X-X 1:1000 
Final Design 
h) Perspectives 



















i) Model Photo 
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